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Workgroup Genesis and Objectives
□ In 2018, New York City Emergency Management began developing an IND response plan

for NYC for 0-72 hours post detonation.
□ DOHMH invited GNYHA to co-host a workgroup to inform the city plan, as well as develop a

healthcare response framework for the region for this hazard.
□ We designed the workgroup to advance health care sector planning AND inform government

planning, by developing two products:
1.
2.

Hospital Key Actions Grid – organized by Joint Commission six critical areas + incident
command, for three time periods, for hospitals in three geographic zones
Recommendations/Considerations Document to be shared with government response
agencies, to inform ongoing planning

□ We decided to make this a regional initiative. The materials have been developed in such a

way that a facility can use the materials regardless of where the detonation occurs.
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Workgroup met for One Year:
Summer 2018 to Summer 2019
□ August 7, 2018
□ Initial meeting – reviewed existing modeling, information from previous exercises, and broke into
moderate damage, light damage and beyond damage zone groups
□ October 1, 2018, November 5, 2018, and January 18, 2019
□ Held back-to-back zone-specific meetings to work through the post detonation time periods of 024, 24-48, and 48-72 hours
□ At each meeting, discussed likely actions being taken by government response agencies during
this period
□ May 29th Summit
□ Sought detailed feedback on hospital key actions grid document resulting from the previous
workgroup meetings
□ July 31st Meeting
□ Workgroup members provided feedback on recommendations/considerations document to be
shared with government partners
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Informed Deliberation and Planning
Reviewed Existing Plans and Models
□
□
□
□
□

Existing Modeling
Two previous RITN exercises
Indian Point planning work
Gotham Shield Exercise Series
NYC Level D MCI planning

Moderate Damage Zone -- 0.5-1.0 miles from detonation
Light Damage Zone – 1-3 miles from detonation
Beyond Damage Zone – farther than 3 miles from detonation

Gathered Relevant Information

□ Radiation medicine specialists
□ Staff of relevant agencies including

Environmental Protection Agency,
Department of Defense,
Department of Energy, ASPR Strategic National Stockpile
□ Radiation Injury Treatment
Network
□ Community Reception Center
capabilities based on other plans
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General Conclusions We Reached

Behavior and Planning Assumptions
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Behavior

Communications

Patient Triage and
Transport

•

•

•

•

•

Hope is that individuals will
heed “get inside, stay inside”
public messaging
Post shelter-in-place period,
individuals who are able to will
move outward from detonation
zone seeking help and safety
Anticipate enormous volume of
worried well

•

•

Hospitals in moderate and light
damage zones may not receive
official communication about
the IND detonation due to
communication interruptions
Will be little (if any)
communications and
information from government
sources in the first few days
In impacted jurisdictions first
responder personnel will be
operating in a decentralized
fashion

•

•

Government planning concepts
predicated on spontaneous
assembly and medical centers
From these locations
individuals will be triaged and
moved toward definitive care
outside of the region
Calculating radiation exposure
to prioritize patients will be
extremely challenging
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Posture/Assumptions by Zone
□ Fallout zone will not be established for some time therefore ALL hospitals

should assume their facility is IN the fallout zone and act accordingly.
□ Hospitals in Moderate Damage Zone will not be able to maintain services due

to infrastructure and security challenges; foci during initial 72 hours will be:
□ Maintaining safety of staff and patients in facility;
□ Working to limit incoming patients to those who are critically ill/injured;
□ Working toward evacuation of patients to outlying areas;
□ Working toward closure/partial closure of hospital
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Posture/Assumptions by Zone (con’t)

□ Hospitals in Light Damage Zone –
□ Large zone (1-3 miles from detonation) – situation may vary considerably within zone. If security

and infrastructure is significantly compromised, will act more like moderate zone facilities.
□ If situation is more stable, will likely serve as a way station both for evacuating patients from
moderate damage zone hospitals and individuals injured from the IND detonation
□ Will focus on stabilization and forward movement
□ Will be critical to gain situational awareness about assembly points, and medical capabilities in

beyond damage zone
□ Hospitals in Beyond Damage Zone
□ Largest initial challenge will be managing worried well and preserving limited resources for

critically ill coming from moderate and light damage zones
□ Huge focus will be on maintaining staffing and supplies
□ Linchpin to the success of broader state and federal patient evacuation plans
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Hospital Key
Actions Grid

• Uses Joint
Commission 6 Critical
Areas + Incident
Command as
organizing principle
• Key Actions are
presented in two
different ways – by
zone and by topic
area
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Government Considerations Document

Briefing paper from DOHMH,
GNYHA and workshop participants
which contains:
1. Purpose and structure of the
workgroup
2. Participant conclusions for IND
response & requests for federal
assistance
3. Recommendation to continue
planning with appropriate federal and
state partners to better couple hospital
strategy to overall government
response
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Workgroup Member Reflections
□ Approach to development of hospital key actions grid
□ Experience of being a part of this workgroup

□ Relevance to internal hospital planning
□ How I will use these documents within my facility and

health system
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Where To Find This Information
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These Planning Documents are a Good Base for
Other Catastrophic Planning
□ For MDZ and LDZ anticipate loss of communications, little

ability to get in new staff, infrastructure damage, and
quickly dwindling resources
□ Similar circumstances to other catastrophic events
□ Therefore may want to consider using this document to
inform other catastrophic planning activities

Thank you.

